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HONORS DAY CONVOCATION

*Processional
"Entrée" (Messe Basse, op.30, no.1)
Louis Vierne

Mr. Timothy Tikker
College Organist

*Invocation
Ms. Joan Hawxhurst
Director, Center for Career & Professional Development

Music
Ask Me Now
Thelonious Monk

Ian Williams
Piano improvisation

Remarks
Dr. Michael McDonald
Provost

Music
Maybe this Time
from Cabaret, Kander and Ebb

Chido Chigwedere
Mezzo soprano
Jack Brooks, piano

Presentation of Honors
Dr. McDonald

Closing Remarks
Dr. McDonald

*Alma Mater
Mr. Tikker

*Retiring Processional
"Final" (Symphonie VI, op.59)
Louis Vierne

Mr. Tikker

***
*Those who are able, please stand.

Awards distributed by:
Dr. Zaide Pixley, Dean of First Year and Advising
Dr. Sarah Westfall, Vice President for Student Development & Dean of Students

Faculty Marshals:
Dr. Michele Intermont, Associate Professor of Mathematics
Mr. Lanny Potts, Professor of Theatre Arts
Ms. Jeanne Hess, Professor of Physical Education
Dr. Jan Tobochnik, Professor of Physics

KALAMAZOO COLLEGE
Alma Mater

Words by
R. E HOLDEN, '07

Music by
W. E DUNBAR, '24

1. O, Kal-a-moo-za, our faith-ful friend, We of-fer thee a song, To praise the home where our hearts to thee, Ka-zoo. Each time of long a-

2. When these dear scenes are left behind No youth has ceased to

3. When age has decked our heads with white And friendship e'er will stay.

4. And though storms may come, cold blasts may chill But friendship ever will stay, The watchword is K-a-zoo.
HONORS DAY AWARDS
November 1, 2013

FINE ARTS DIVISION
Brian Gougeon Prize in Art
Lucy MacArthur
Emily Walsh

Lillian Pringle Baldauf Prize in Music
Geon-Ah Shin
Alexandra Szeles

Fan E. Sherwood Memorial Prize
Rina Fujiwara

Margaret Upton Prize in Music
Kieran Williams

Cooper Award
Jane Huffman

Theatre Arts First-Year Student Award
Esprit Autenreith
Emily Walsh

Sherwood Prize
Emily Stillman

FOREIGN LANGUAGES DIVISION
LeGrand Copley Prize in French
Jennifer Cho
Stephanie Heard
Alexandra N. Smith

Hardy Fuchs Award
Muyang Sun

Margo Light Award
Emily Walsh

Romance Languages Department Prize in Spanish
Keith Garber
Michael Lindley
Nadia Torres

FOREIGN LANGUAGES DIVISION (CONTINUED)
Clara H. Buckley Prize for Excellence in Latin
Kaitlyn Greiner

Provost’s Prize in Classics
Taylor Hartley

HUMANITIES DIVISION
O. M. Allen Prize in English
Mallory McClure

John B. Wickstrom Prize in History
Isabelle Ciaramitaro

Voynovich Competitive Scholarship
Tessa Moore

Department of Philosophy Prize
Riley Cook
Charles Davis
Morgan Jennings

L.J. and Eva (“Gibbie”) Hemmes Memorial Prize in Philosophy
Brian Dalluge
Sarah Werner

NATURAL SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS DIVISION
Winifred Peake Jones Prize in Biology
Reid Blanchett
Lucy Mailing
Elizabeth Penix

Department of Chemistry Prize
Matthew Kutzman

First-Year Chemistry Award
Katherine Cebelak
Nadia Torres

Lemuel F. Smith Award
Sara Adelman
NATURAL SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS DIVISION
(CONTINUED)

Computer Science Prize
Natalie Davenport
Fayang Pan

First-Year Mathematics Award
Paige Maguire
Sarah Manski

Thomas O. Walton Prize in Mathematics
Tibin John
Philip Mulder
Fayang Pan

Cooper Prize in Physics
Sarah Manski

SOCIAL SCIENCES DIVISION

Departmental Prize in Anthropology and Sociology
Annaliese Collier
Gabriel Frishman
Shannon Haupt
Brandon Siedlaczek

C. Wallace Lawrence Prize in Economics
William Cagney
David Personke
Lillian Taylor
Thomas Verville

Irene and S. Kyle Morris Prize
Spencer Kennedy
Bo Gyoung Lee

William G. Howard Memorial Prize
Audra Hudson

Department of Psychology First-Year Student Prize
Elizabeth Penix

Marshall Hallock Brenner Prize
Ian Good

PHYSICAL EDUCATION DIVISION

Division of Physical Education Prize
Jacob Lindquist
Lucy Mailing

Maggie Wardle Prize
Mallory McClure

NON-DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS

Gordon Beaumont Memorial Award
Paula Dallacqua
Roxann Lawrence

Henry and Inez Brown Prize
Jessie Owens

Virginia Hinkelman Memorial Award
Raven Fisher

HEYL SCHOLARS
Class of 2017
Robert Brice Calco
Colleen Orwin
Graeme Timmeney

Quinton Colwell
Eric Thornburg

Andrew Kaylor
Raoul Wadhwa

Madison McBarnes

POSS SCHOLARS
Class of 2017
Erin Byrd
Jose Lopez
Jessica Magana

Kaitlyn Courtenay
Aaron McKay

Moises Hernandez
Phyllicia Samuel

Richard Hernandez
Yaneli Soriano

Emily Kowey

Francisco Lopez

NATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARS
Class of 2017
Liam Lundy
JOHN T. WILLIAMSON SCHOLARS
Class of 2017

This scholarship fund was founded in recognition of the work and efforts of John T. Williamson to further the growth of education for our youth. The JT Williamson is awarded to black and Hispanic students for their outstanding academic achievements.

Isabela Agosa
Lucas Arbulu
Nathan Arcienega
Alberto Ayala
Maribel Blas-Rangel
Vanessa Boddy
Sarah Bragg
Viola Brown
John Clark
Caitlyn Cook
Quincy Crosby
Amanda Crouch
Bianca Delgado
Olivia Finkelstein
Samantha Gleason
Marlon Gonzalez
Janelle Grant
Brenden Groggel
Mireya Guzman-Ortiz
Fatoumata Hanne
Kyle Hernandez
Jordan Hessbrook
Natalie Hettle
Allia Howard

Yohana Iyob
Janay Johnson
Kourtney Johnson
Siani Johnson
Ebony Jones
Bryan Lara
Gabriela Latta
Jaime Lazcano
Gabriel Lind
Bailee Lotus
Malikah Mahone
Blanca Moreno
Gabriel Osviey
Stephany Perez
Nicholas Polzin
Joshua Robison
Rogelio Ruiz
Kaylah Simmons
Kylah Simmons
Oyindamola Sunmonu
Benjamin Toledo
Carmen Torrado-Gonzalez
Natalie Vazquez

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
Class of 2016

Alpha Lambda Delta is a national honor society that recognizes excellence in academic achievement during the first college year. To be eligible for membership, students must earn a cumulative GPA of at least 3.5 and be in the top 20% of their class during the first year. The Kalamazoo College chapter was installed on March 5, 1942.

Ayaka Abe
Reid Blanchett
Francisco Cabrera
Willina Cain
Kathryn Callaghan
Olivia Cares
Isabelle Ciaramitaro
Annaliese Collier
Brian Cunningham-Rhoads
Susmitha Daggbati
Miranda Doepker
Rachel Dranoff
Marie Fiori
Joshua Foley
Angela Fong
Keith Garber
Evan Gorgas
William Gribbin
Nora Harris
Stephanie Heard
Pornkamol Huang
Audra Hudson
Jessica Kehoe
Spencer Kennedy
Bo Gyoung Lee
Elizabeth Lenning

Madeline LeVasseur
Jacob Lindquist
Riley Lundquist
Madeleine MacWilliams
Lucy Mailing
Sarah Manski
Mallory McClure
Molly Meddock
Gabielle Montesanti
Chloe Mpinga
Yunpeng Pang
Elizabeth Penix
Jung Eun Pyeon
Emily Salswedel
Cameron Schwartz
Lauren Seroka
Alexandra Siems
Alexandra Smith
Mira Swearer
Nadia Torres
Alexander Townsend
Elizabeth Tyburski
Sarah Wallace
Emily Walsh
Jared Weeks
ENLIGHTENED LEADERSHIP AWARDS

Creative Expression in Theatre Arts
- Kyle Lampar

Creative Expression in Music
- Vethania Stavropoulos
- Ian Williams

Creative Expression in Visual Arts
- Helena Marmauzs
- Chiara Sarter

International Activism
- Katherine Ballew
- Gwendolyn Balogh
- Bianca Delgado
- Valentin Frank
- Hannah Lehker

Social Activism and Community Engagement
- Kelan Gill
- Gabriela Latta
- Dallas Pallone
- Stephany Perez

MIAA AWARDS

These teams earned the 2012-13 MIAA Team GPA Award for achieving a 3.300 or better grade point average for the entire academic year:

Men's Basketball
Men's Cross Country
Men's Golf
Men's Soccer
Men's Swimming and Diving
Women's Basketball
Women's Cross Country
Women's Golf
Women's Soccer
Women's Softball
Women's Swimming & Diving
Women's Tennis

MIAA ACADEMIC HONOR ROLL

Student Athletes 2012-2013

Abby Anderson
Giancarlo Anemone
Alexander Armstrong
Nicholas Beam
Tyler Benmark
Nicholas Bolig
Amanda Bolles
Travis Braun
Kelly Brenahan
Erran Briggs
Aaron Bunker
Rayanne Burl
Francisco Cabrera
William Cagney
Olivia Cares
Edward Carey
Cody Carr
Brandon Casto
Kathryn Chamberlain
Taylor Clements
Holly Cooperider
Brook Crystal
Rebecca Cummins-Lanter
Rachel Dandar
Abigail DeOchoa
David DeSimone
Miranda Doepker
Benjamin Dueweke
Trenton Dykstra
Taryn Edsall
Kristen Ellefson
Alan Faber
James Frye
Keith Garber
Jared Georgakopoulos
Mark Ghafari
Cierra Gillard
Ian Good
Evan Gorgas
Alexandra Gothard
Emily Gray
Virginia Greenberger
Alexandra Groffsky
Guilherme Guedes
Dagan Hammar
Stephen Hantselman

Sally Harrison
Kenneth Heidel
Jordan Henning
Robert Hilliard
Jacob Holloway
Benjamin Hulbert
Tibin John
Evan Johnson
Katherine Johnston
Daniel Karm
Grace Kelley
Spencer Kennedy
Michael Korn
Rory Landis
Colin Lauderdale
Elizabeth Lenning
Jacob Lenning
Jacob Lindquist
Emily Lindsay
Christopher Lueck
Shane MacDonald
Dane Macdonell
Lucy Mailing
Megan Malish
Sarah Manski
Scott Manski
Megan Martinez
Gina Massari
Caitlin McCarthy
Mallory McClure
Quinn McCormick
Adam McDowell
Megan McLeod
Molly Meddock
Jordan Meeth
Bradley Merritt
Matthew Mills
Alexander Misch
Michael Minkus
Gabrielle Montesanti
Kelsey Moran
Alexandra Morris
Alexander Numbers
Michael Paule-Carres
Bronti Payne
Adam Peters
Margarita Reckard
Maria Rich
Sophie Roberts
William Roberts
Ryan Robatynski
Connor Rzeczewski
Kira Sandiford
Lauren Seroka
Aaron Schoenfeldt
Cameron Schwartz
Dylan Shearer
Jaqueen Short
Charlotte Steele
Alexandra Stephens
Sarah Sullivan
Nicholas Sweda
Emerson Taland-Fisher
Brett Thomas
Allison Thompson
Alexander Townsend
Elizabeth Tyburski
Stephanie Verbeek
Samantha Voss
Cameron Wasko
Loren Weber
Jared Weeks
Clayton Weissenborn
Joseph Widmer
Cheryl Ziang
Agron Ziberi
Marc Zugaib

The MIAA (Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association) each year honors students at MIAA member colleges who achieve in both the classroom and in the athletic competition. A student needed to be a letter winner in varsity sport and maintain at least a 3.5 grade point average for the entire school year.
Chapel Bells

On June 2, 1984, a ring of eight English tower bells was dedicated, a generous gift from a friend of the College in honor of our 150th birthday. Each bell bears the College motto, Lux Esto ("give light"), is inscribed with the name of a person associated with the College during its first century.

College Mace

The traditions of having a mace carried by the first person in an academic procession dates from the earliest days of the cathedral schools of Bologna, Paris, and Oxford. In those medieval times, liturgical processions were led by a verger, who carried a long wand called a verge to clear a path through the throngs gathered inside the cathedral so that the procession could make its way to the high altar and the bishop's sedile. The mace traditionally carried by the chief faculty marshal in modern day academic processions originated in the verger's wand in medieval times.

The mace used in formal academic processions at Kalamazoo College has a unique history. For Christmas of 1859, the College's students presented a gold-tipped walking stick to the institution's first president, Dr. James Andrus Blinn Stone. Dr. Stone's great-grandson, Webster J. Jones, presented the walking stick to the College in 1986. It has become a tradition at Kalamazoo College for the Stone Walking Stick to be carried by the chief faculty marshal who precedes the president of the College in academic processions, a formal reminder of the forward thinking, courage, scholarship, and community involvement that have characterized the College since its founding. By following Dr. Stone's Walking Stick, the president and faculty symbolically walk in the paths of those who have come before.

For information on how to obtain photos of this ceremony, please log on to http://www.dugalphoto.com/.